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Legislation Increases Organ Transplant Pool
Nearly 100,000 people in the U.S. are waiting for
a donor organ, including 72,000 awaiting a kidney transplant.
Each year, approximately 3,800 people die while waiting for a
kidney transplant.
Robert M. Merion, M.D., professor of surgery and clinical
transplant director of the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients, is one of a handful of advocates who worked for more
than a year to get the National Organ Transplant Act (NOTA)
amended in a manner that will increase the number of organs
available for transplant. In December 2007, Congress approved
the paired organ donation legislation amending NOTA, and
President Bush signed the legislation shortly after.
As Michigan Senator Carl Levin stated in his floor remarks, paired organ donation results
in donor-recipient matching that would not otherwise occur: “In the process of paired
organ donation, a donor who is willing to give an organ to a family member or friend, but is
biologically incompatible, donates to another patient, who also has an incompatible donor.
By cross-matching two or more incompatible living donor recipient pairs, more patients can
receive organs and more donors can give an organ.”
Merion, who serves as secretary of the American Society of Transplant Surgeons, says
Levin made poignant reference to the Michigan transplant team members lost in the June
2007 Survival Flight plane crash, and that the legislation is not only a part of the University’s
healing process from that tragedy, but also a fitting tribute to those who perished.
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